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Abstract 

Completions of Cathedrals were, in some cases (e.g. Sagrada Familia in 

Barcelona) still are large scale  and unique projects which were carried out 

across Europe at the end of the 19th and even during the course of the 20th 

century.  

The aim of this dissertation is a comparison of the late completion of St. Vitus 

Cathedral in Prague (1344 - 1929) and Cologne Cathedral (1248 - 1880) on 

the background of the Neo-Gothic Revival, finding the elements which the 

cathedrals and subsequently the completions have in common.   

The dissertation concern is also to describe the 19th century political, religious 

and historical background behind the completions and the influence of the 

freshly established Conservation Movement.. 

The historical comparison will include the medieval origin of building 

cathedrals and the religious influence on its design, the impact of French 

cathedral builders to the Northern and the Central Europe and the Parler's 

medieval master-masons family involvement in both projects as the leading late 

gothic builders family in the German speaking lands.  

The importance of Gothic drawings in the medieval times as the medium to 

spread the knowledge of cathedral design and also how the discovery of the 

very same drawings led to the successful completion.  

The contemporary view on larger scale projects like completions to be 

investigated together with analysis of the current phase of the Conservation 

Movement development. 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 

The Gothic architecture style as any other architectural styles is understood and 

received by wider public through the most  important 'iconic' buildings. In the 

'Gothic period' the most influential buildings were the cathedrals which are still 

dominating the city landscape across Europe and take our breath away 

whenever we enter the high vaulted nave.   

Cologne and St-Vitus cathedrals were 'waiting'  for their completion for almost 

600 years to finally reveal what the medieval builders had in minds back then. 

Scott quotes (Scott, 2005, 2) the anthropologist Clifford Geertz, who after 

observing Chartres Cathedral wrote the following in his book The interpretation 

of Culture, '....although it is made of stone and glass, to understand and see 

it for what it is, we need to understand the relations among God, man, and 

architecture that governed its creation and that it embodies'.  

To succeed with such a complex task a good understanding of the 'whole Gothic 

enterprise was necessary.  The architectural quality and the visual appearance 

of a Gothic church is very much influenced by the newly introduced technical 

solutions (buttressing, pointed arch, groin vaulting etc.) which are here an 

inseparable part of the overall design and artistic expression. Particularly the 

Gothic cathedrals represents the precious unity between the religious 

requirements or purpose of the building and the architectural and engineering 

solution to the 'design brief'.  If a contemporary parallel is made the closest 

would be the Hi-Tech architectural style, whose the most famous representative 

is Norman Foster,  showing exposed structure and revealing its beauty if 

carefully designed. The 'only' difference is that in the Late Middle Ages the 

cathedrals were designed probably by a single architect or builder, usually 

experienced stone mason, using simple geometrical rules and the 'trial & error' 

approach to determine the stability of these vast masonry structures. These 

days an architect is usually unable to understand in a great depth all the 
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technical consequences of the project and without a massive involvement of 

engineers, various consultants  and help of computers such complex projects 

these days would be unthinkable. As it is well described collapses of cathedrals 

(e.g. Beauvais cathedral and others), either during the construction phase or 

after the completion, were not rare and only showing that our predecessors 

were constantly pushing the boundaries, of what is possible to build,  above and 

beyond, any at that time, known limits.  

To understand the Gothic architecture style does not mean only to study 

architectural features but also the structural elements and how they interact. A 

great source for studying Gothic Cathedrals are medieval architectural drawings 

which allowed to share the design ideas,  in a rapid pace, across the Medieval 

Europe. The geometrical rules on which the cathedrals have been designed 

seem to be still not fully resolved and further studies should be done in this 

field. However, it seems that the Gothic cathedral design was based on simple 

geometrical operations. Bork's study (Bork, 2011) on this topic is great in its 

detail and also its findings based on the original medieval drawings (see 

Chapter 3). 

But something stayed the same through the centuries. Cathedrals, as any large 

projects these days, were enormously expensive and without personal and very 

close relationship between a builder, a patron and most importantly the support 

of the citizentry to obtain a sufficient funding  would not have been possible to 

accomplish such an ambitious project. It was, in a way,  a competition of who 

built the bigger, taller or more beautiful cathedral, so close to human nature of 

competing, which was a driving factor behind pushing the boundaries well 

beyond the limits of the known church construction methodology - all in the 

name of God.  Building a cathedral in the medieval times was, in a way, a matter 

of prestige to show off wealth and success as similarly today we can observe the 

competition for the tallest skyscraper, the most expensive apartment or the 

most 'crazy' looking building.  
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Cologne and St.Vitus Cathedral 

Behind the cathedral completions in the 19th century was nostalgia for the 

'romantic' medieval times strengthened with nationalism particularly in 

Germany as will be discussed in the following chapters (see Chapter 4). The 

cathedrals were 'waiting' for their completion for around 600 years. Despite 

several attempts for completion during the centuries,  the lack of funding or 

interruptions caused by the war conflicts like for example the Thirty Years War 

made the completion attempts unsuccessful. The completions of Cologne and St-

Vitus cathedrals are unique projects where various subjects can be studied in 

great depth. From Gothic architecture style itself to Gothic Revival and 

Conservation Movement history. However, the length of the dissertation is 

limited and therefore the aim is to give a balanced view on the whole 

'completion enterprise and its ideological background and consequences.  

The completions themselves represents a very special case to study the 

development of Conservation Movement with its complexity. Particularly in the 

exact time when the Movement was established and when the key rules, 

guidelines and regulations were set for the decades to come. The completion 

projects embodied not only the 'repair' phase of the Conservation Movement 

where the existing structures were repaired and saved from collapse for the 

future generations, but also the romantic 'restoration' phase, following the call 

for romanticism and purity when some insensitive and irreversible 

interventions have been carried out for an improvement to the, at the end, more 

modern scientific archaeological approach of conservation and preservation. 

In case of Cologne Cathedral there is also the issue of  'war damage repair' 

presented which is not the primary focus of this text.  

Both cathedrals have many striking parallels coming presumably from the 

similar  geographical and cultural background of Rhineland region and Central 

Europe.  
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As it is known today the Gothic style came from Paris basin (Ile-de-France 

region), where the language of the Gothic style was established in the 12th 

century and further developed during the 13th century.  This means that both 

cathedrals Cologne and St-Vitus have their French predecessors in terms of 

inspiration - Cathedral in Amiens for Cologne and probably cathedral in Rodez 

(South France) for St-Vitus. Their layouts and mainly the east choirs with chevet 

and chapels are the evidence. However, during the High Gothic (1200-1280) and 

Late Gothic (1375 -1500) periods the competition is shifting to the Rhineland 

region (Cologne, Strasbourg and  Freiburg Cathedrals) in Germany with the 

clear aim to 'beat' its French predecessors.  The Germans Gothic competing in 

the 'verticality' department (Cologne & Strasbourg west facades) with the 

invention of the openwork spire, in providing more light into the interior 

through larger uninterrupted windows with complex traceries and complicated 

design of the buttressing in the exterior.  

 The German progress and the fine tuning of the Gothic style  influenced the 

cathedral building also in Central Europe (Ulm and Regensburg Cathedral, 

Stefansdom in Vienna, St-Vitus in Prague). This was happening through the 

builders families like Parlers, one of the most famous and influential stone 

masons workshop at that time, involved in the numerous commissions across 

the Central Europe.  

The foundation stone for the Cologne Cathedral was laid in 1248    

approximately a hundred years earlier than the foundation stone for St. Vitus 

Cathedral where the site works commenced in 1344. Both cathedrals were 

somehow linked with the Parler's family at the later stages. The construction 

works were ceased approximately at the same stage when the choir with chapel 

chevet was completed (see Figure 2 & Figure 3) to allow consecration of the 

cathedrals for the religious ceremonies.  
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Figure 3:  Hans Boffin's Cologne Cathedral gipsum model from around 1925 showing building state in 1730 

Figure 2:  Langweil's model of Prague from 1830 showing St. Vitus Cathedral from North-West 
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Despite this difference in the birth certificate of each cathedral the completion 

works started almost simultaneously in the mid 19th century (1842 Cologne, 

1861 St. Vitus) and were finally completed after approximately 600 years since 

the commencement under the influence of the Gothic Revival Movement coming 

originally from England where the artificial Gothic ruins were popular part of 

the garden design.  Both cathedrals were completed to provide a unity between 

old and new part. In case of Cologne the completion works followed strictly the 

original medieval drawings. 

Also a use of a new materials and new technologies could not be avoided as for 

example use of concrete or iron roof trusses despite some resistance from the 

'purity' advocates.  

Apart from the similarities exists obviously also differences. While the Cologne 

Cathedral is externally unified by gothic architectural style which cleanliness is 

unprecedented in case of St-Vitus the main South Tower remained (see Figure 

4) with its Renaissance top due to a decision to preserve the view on the  Prague 

Castle panorama.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4: St-Vitus cathedral from South (source: author) 
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The St-Vitus cathedral was spared the World War II damage at a cost of 

Czechoslovakia capitulating, after being abandoned by its French and British 

allies,  to Nazi Germany. The Cologne Cathedral was badly damaged by Allied air 

raids during the WWII (see Figure 5, Figure 7 and Figure 6) and it took several 

decades until the war damage was smoothed down.   

Figure 5: Destroyed railway bridge; reproduced (Möhring, 2011) 
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Figure 6:  Cologne cathedral from North at the end of WWII; reproduced (Möhring, 2011) 
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Figure 7: Damaged vaults; reproduced (Möhring, 2011) 
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Basic Data Comparison 

The Table 1 below shows basic date comparison of the two cathedrals. It is 

apparent that the St. Vitus cathedral is shorter about 20m and the nave vault 

ceiling is 10m lower. The same applies for the main tower. Interestingly the 

width of the nave with two aisles each side is almost identical.   

Table  1*)     
Cathedral St Vitus Cologne 
Foundation stone laid 1344 1248 
Length 124 m 144.5 m 
Width  60 m 61.5  m 
Transept width    86.3 m 
Main Tower/s  Height  96.5 m 157.3 m 
Central Nave Vault height 33.2 m 43.3 m 
Chapel Chevet (East End) 5 Chapels 7 Chapels  
   
Start of Completion Phase 1861 1842 
Completion finished 1929 1880 
From Start to Completion 585yrs 632yrs 
*) Data assembled from following sources:  Libal, 1999 & Wolf, 1995)  

 
Comparison of  the completed St Vitus and Cologne Cathedral floor plans  

(in scale) 

 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 8:  Cologne 
Cathedral plan 
(source"Wolff, 
1995, 32) 

Figure 9:  St Vitus 
Cathedral plan; 
(source: Libal, 
1999, 59) 
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The Cologne Cathedral chevet contains 7 chapels against 5 in St-Vitus. The key 

difference is in the position of the main tower. In the Cologne Cathedral the 

main towers are incorporated in the front west facade.  St-Vitus' tower is 

positioned at the south end of the transept above the royal entrance. 

In terms of duration of the building campaigns from the Table 1  is apparent 

that Cologne Cathedral is about 100yrs older and therefore come under 'High 

Gothic' label, whilst St. Vitus Cathedral falls into 'Late Gothic' where even the 

structural elements (e.g. ribs) became more an object of an artistic play and 

more ornamental rather than being purely structural. 

 

Gothic Cathedrals - The Origin 

The first Gothic great churches, 

appeared in France, more 

specifically in an area called Paris 

Basin (see Figure 10)  or in other 

sources area called Ile-de-France 

(Wilson, 1990, 13) region. 

The first example of a great 

church in 'partially' Gothic style 

which immediately inspired the 

rest of the cathedral builders in 

the Paris Basin region was the 

abbey church at St-Denis 

particularly the choir added in 

1140-44 and the west facade 

(Wilson, 1990, 31).  

Figure 10:  Gothic cathedrals in the Greater Paris 
Basin, reproduced from Scott's book Gothic 
Enterprise (Scott, 2005, 12) 
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Figure 11: Cathedral section - Glossary, reproduced (Wilson, 1990, 292) 
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Building a large scale complicated project requires a huge investment, resources 

and skills. Decision to proceed with such a project is also influenced by a need to 

make a statement and as a matter of prestige showing the wealth and power.  It 

is the same today as it was several centuries ago. The abbey church in St-Denis 

started the competition for the most spectacular cathedral which lasted for the 

following centuries and in some cases lasts to these days (eg. Sagrada Familia in 

Barcelona). In the case of the abbey at St-Denis the sources were available due 

to rising power of the French kings and the special relationship between French 

king Louis VI, who established Paris as his centre, and Abbot Suger, who later 

became his main advisor. It was the abbey in St-Denis where Louis VI decided to 

deposit his crown and other coronation regalia (Wilson, 1991, 31). It was not 

only St-Denis abbey but also other monasteries around Paris which were 

receiving generous funding from Louis VI. In this period a further significant 

income was usually coming from pilgrimage and related fairs for pilgrims who 

came to venerate relics of Saints. In case of St-Denis it was a profitable fair 

Lendit, which control was granted to St-Denis abbey by Louis VI (Wilson, 1990, 

32) and allowed funding of the construction works. The Abbot Sugar's 

intentions describes Wilson as per following, 'For Suger the glow of windows and 

the glitter of goldsmiths' work were not vulgar and impious ostentation but a 

means of transporting the worshipper beyond earthly beauty towards the divine 

beauty of Christ, the 'true light' (see Figure 12). 

The new choir and chevet was built in place of the former basilica church. This 

was the usual practice that the former church site served as a new site for its 

successor. Often the previous church was just partially demolished and was still 

in operation  until the new choir was consecrated (refer to Cologne History).  
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Figure 12: St-Denis; reproduced (Wilson, 1990, 67) 
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The new concept of the church with two towers at the western facade with 

circular window , large portals and figure sculptures and chevet with chapels 

and buttressing  used at St-Denis became the prototype of French Gothic design. 

As per Wilson it is generally accepted that the design of St-Denis represents a 

connection between Romanesque two-tower facades and French Gothic 

(Wilson, 1990, 34).  

The reason behind remodelling the east end - choir -  of the abbey church was to 

create more space for pilgrims who came to venerate relics displayed behind a 

altar (Wilson, 1990, 32). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 13: The west front of the Abbey Church of St. Denis shows the very early Gothic 
style; reproduced (Wilson, 1990, 33) 
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After St-Denis the Gothic idea spread to the whole Ile-de-France region. Building 

works on cathedrals in Paris (Notre Dame), in Laon (see Figure 14), Reims, 

Chartres were commenced. The Gothic was established, the architectural 

language was gradually evolving and the whole 'Gothic movement' flourished 

and expanded beyond the border of the Paris basin region. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 14: Laon Cathedral, reproduced (Wilson, 1990, 71) 
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Due to the political, cultural and religious strong connections with France it was 

just matter of time when first great churches appear also in England (York 

Minster, Durham Cathedral, Worcester, Gloucester, Wells and Canterbury 

Cathedrals and others) and with a little delay in the German speaking countries 

(Strasbourg, Ulm, Freiburg. Cologne, Regensburg, Vienna, Prague Cathedrals)  

Figure 15: Reims, St-Remi, clearstorey and triforium; thick wall; reproduced (Wilson, 1990, 65) 

Figure 16: Noyon Cathedral, double layered construction 1160 AD; reproduced (Wilson, 1990, 67) 
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Chapter 2: Medieval Phase of Cologne and 

St-Vitus Cathedral 

 

Cologne Cathedral 

The Cologne Cathedral has a lot in common with St Vitus and other cathedrals in 

Western and Central Europe. It is not only the late completion and connection 

through Parler's masons workshop and some influences through the building stages 

but both cathedrals represents one of the key stones in the identity and history of 

each country.    

The great churches were usually built on a site of a previous church or a monastery. 

Similarly Cologne Cathedral is the fifth known building on the same site.  Cologne 

'Colonia' is a city originally founded by Romans, which became the centre of the 

Roman colony Germania. Its strategic position led the city to grow. It soon become a 

trade centre between East and West of Europe and the Roman's biggest and most 

important city north of the Alps. Therefore the first building on the site was not a 

Christian building but a roman house built right beside the defence wall at the 

northeast corner of the Roman settlement. Even the heating system has been 

discovered during archaeological excavations (Wolf, 1990, 7).  The key moment in 

the further development of the city and most importantly for the future cathedral was 

the religious freedom granted by Emperor Constantine in 313 A.D. (Edict of Milan). 

The originally Roman house was extended into a church with a large connected 

atrium (80m long).  The longitudinal character of the new building complex 

underlined its overall length of 130 metres.  
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Figure 18: Roman building expanded into church, after 313 A.D., reproduced 
(Schock-Werner, 2011) 

Figure 17:  Roman house, reproduced (Schock-Werner, 2011) 
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Further additions to the church 

followed soon. After 800 A.D.  

the ground plan almost matched 

the famous plan of the Cloister of 

St. Gallen (see Error! 

Reference source not found.). 

Major church re-building came 

under the reign of Archbishop 

Hildebold (787-819), close friend 

and advisor in all spiritual 

matters of Charlemagne , note 

similarity to Abbot Suger and his 

special relationship with the 

French king Louis IV. (Wolff, 

1990, 7).  

 

The new church now known as 

the 'Old Cathedral'  (see Figure 

20) was a direct predecessor of 

Cologne Cathedral. The Old 

Cathedral was an exceptional 

building and even back in 13th 

century was called the mother 

and master of all churches in 

Germany (Wolff, 1990, 7). The 

Old Cathedral was consecrated in 

870. At this time at the Prague 

there was not even a sight of the 

first religious building found - the 

Romanesque rotunda.   

Figure 20: The Old Cathedral at the time of its consecration on 
September 27, 870 A.D. In the foreground is the Roman city wall of 
the 1st century A.D> with the towers no. 57 and  59 as well as the 
Norh Gate, situated along the cardo maximus. 1 east choir; 2 west 
choir; 3 baptismal chapel; 4 west atrium; 5 fountain; 6 entrance 
gate; 7 Roman North Gate, reproduced (Wolff, 1990, 7) 

Figure 19: Buildings of the Christian communit at the end of 
4th century (suggestion for reconstruction): 1 pgan temple; 2 
bishop's church, 3 atrium; 4 heated building; 5 baptismal 
chapel, reproduced (Wolff, 1990, 7) 
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The Old Cathedral was 

extended under Archbishop 

Anno (1056-1075) when the 

St. Mary church was 

connected with the cathedral 

by high arcades. Building 

works commenced again 

under archbishop Reinald von 

Dassel (1159-1167) when 

mortal remains of the Three 

Magi arrived from Milan. 

Another two towers were 

added in the east (see Figure 

21) (Wolff, 1990, 8-9).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 21: The Old Cathdral after modification by Archibishop 
Reinald von Dassel (1159-1167) , reproduced (Wolff, 1990, 9) 

 
Figure 22: Old Cathedral 
layout with Cologne 
Cathedral overlay; 
reproduced (Wolff, 1990, 8) 
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Similarly like in St-Vitus 

basilica the growing numbers 

of pilgrims was increasingly 

difficult to accommodate and 

therefore the decision to build 

a new bigger chruch - the 

catehdral - was taken. The 

foundation stone for the new 

Gothic Cathedral was laid on 

15th August 1248 (see Figure 

23), which is almost  100years 

before St. Vitus' foundation 

stone.  

The original idea was to 

demolish the east part of the 

Old Cathedral so the west 

larger part can still operate as 

a church. Unfortunately 

during the demolition works 

 by accident the whole 

Cathedral was burnt down.  

The west part was promptly 

restored and the buildings 

works on the new Gothic 

Cathedral commenced (Wolff, 

1990, 8-9).  

As from the known sources 

the first master builder was 

Gerhard, the stonemason. It 

seems to be that master 

Gerhard got inspired 

Figure 23: Construction site when the foundation stone was laid 
on 15th August 1248, reproduced (Wolff, 1990,9) 

Figure 24: Stage of construction of the Cathedral around 1265 
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predominantly by French 

cathedral of Amiens (see 

Figure 27).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Wolff in his book (Wolff, 1990) also remarks that master Gerhard did not know 

the most up-to-date building techniques as used on Cathedral of Amiens and 

used old Romanesque building practices instead. (Wolff, 1990, 11-12). 

  According to Wolff Gerhard's interest was more on the art side rather than 

technical and his aim was to incorporate the design of the Amiens Cathedral 

with refinement of its vault ribs and pillar responding  to its 'highest perfection' 

(see Figure 26)  

In comparison to the importance and scale of the Cathedral the number of 

stonemasons was surprisingly low. Wolff presents a figure of 25 stonemasons in 

the Cologne workshop (Wolff, 1990, 12). 

Figure 25: Plans of (a) Chartres; (b) Bourges; (c) Soissons, choir; (d) Reims; (e) Amiens. At Chartress 
the irregular arrangement of the radial ribs in the apse and ambulatory results from the retention of 
the crypt of the Romanesque choir. The other four plans show different ways of avoiding the start 
contrast at Chartress between the long rectangular-plan bays and the narrow intervals between the 
apse piers. The proportion of floor area occupied by supports is higher at Reims than in any other 
French 13th-century cathedral; reproduced (Wilson, 1990, 101) 
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Under the supervision of master Gerhard two chapels of the chevet were 

completed and the rest of five chapels were under construction. Master Arnold 

was appointed after master Gerhard's death. He managed to finish the chevet up     

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 26: Vaulting of the chevet in Amiens (left) and Cologne (right). In Amiens the building elements 
coming from the vault crowd together on the narrow abacus of the capital. The purpose of the stocky 
columns (=old shafts), which encompass the core of the pillars, does not become apparent. In Cologne all 
members of the vault are give their logical support downward through the addition of more slender shafts 
(=new responds). The optically correct representation of the stream of thrust creates the impression of 
harmony and elegance,  reproduced (Wolff, 1990, 10) 
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Figure 28: Technical 
construction in the 13th 
century. On the left: upper 
side of a freestone from the 
buttressing of the chevet with 
traces of methods of 
production and transferral: 1 
scratch line (axis of 
symmetry); 2 mark for the 
part of the building (square); 
3 layer number (23); 4 hole 
for tongs, a similar hole is also 
on the lower side; 5 hole for 
the lewis; 6 hole for the clamp 
with a slide-way for the 
cramp; 7 grooves for better 
adhesion of the mortar; 8 
original outline of the 
freestone. - Center: large 
stone tongs. - On the right: 
spreading lewis, below in the 
same scale as the tongs;  
above is a sectional drawing 
with the hole for the lewis, 
reproduced (Wollf, 1990, 11). 

 

 

 

Figure 27: Amiens Cathedral, west front; reproduced (Wilson, 1990, 132) 
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to a ground floor level and also under his leadership the Old Cathedral and the 

new Gothic chevet (1265 - 1270) were linked with side aisle so both churches 

could have been used for the religious ceremonies. Later on in 1277 a new 

unusual addition appeared in the floor plan - a new square sacristy plugged-in 

to the north facade of the chevet. To a degree there is a similarity with St-Vitus 

where St. Wenceslas Chapel also of a square footprint does not 'fit' in the regular 

layout of the chevet, thus causing an irregularity in the transept.  

The upper choir  was completed approximately at the same time as the sacristy. 

The choir vaulting ceiling was closed at a height of 43.35metres. The chevet was 

sealed off in the west with a provisional wall probably around 1304. This 

separating wall remained standing for 600 years similarly as the one closing of 

the cheven of St. Vitus (see Figure 29). In 1322, after 74 years of construction 

the chevet was completed and become the new Cathedral (Wolff, 1990, 16).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 30: Cologne Cathedral floor plan 
detail: 9 - Chapel of the Holy Cross, 10 - 
Sacristy; reproduced (Wollf, 1990, 32) 

Figure 29: Stage of construction of the Cathedral when the 
chevet was consercrated on September 27, 1322 
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Building works on the south 

tower had begun under the 

supervision of John, son of 

Arnold. Also two aisles 

connecting south tower with 

the completed chevet were 

finished up to the height of 

capitals (see Figure 31) and 

roofed over. This allowed to 

perform a mass for founding 

celebration of the University of 

Cologne on 7th January 1389 

(Charles Universtity in Prague 

founded by the emperor 

Charles IV in 1348, author) 

(Wolff, 1990, 17).  

An interesting connection 

between Cologne Cathedral and 

St. Vitus Cathedral is personal 

relationship. The Cologne 

Cathedral master Michael's  

daughter married Heinrich von 

Gmünd. Heinrich von Gmünd 

was a close relative of Peter 

Parler (second master builder 

of St. Vitus cathedral) The 

connections to Bohemia are 

also apparent on the portal of 

St. Peter (1370-1380) 

(Wolff,1990, 17).   

Figure 31: Stage of construction of the Cathedral when the university 
was founded on 7th January 1389; reproduction (Wolff, 1990, 17) 

Figure 32: Stage of construction of the Cathedral when building 
operations ceased in 1560; reproduced (Wolff, 1990, 19) 
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In the 15th century works on the north side continued so that 90 percent of the 

cathedral footprint was roofed over (see Figure 32). However, only the chevet 

was fully completed with its full height. The rest was built to a different heights 

e.g. east wall of the tower up to 28 metres, aisles up to 13.5 metres (Wolff, 1990, 

20).  

At the end of 15th century the works on the cathedral ceased completely due to 

lack of funding. Some repairs and maintenance was carried on funded by the 

Chapter of the Cathedral or by the archbishop. In this period some minor 

decoration works to the interior were done.  

The Napoleonic wars affected the further fate of the Cathedral. Cologne was 

occupied by French army from 1794 - 1815. The Cathedral was closed and left 

to its own fate after the archbishop and the Chapter of the Cathedral fled. 
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St Vitus Cathedral  

Saint Vitus Cathedral is without any doubt the foremost monument in Prague and 

in the Czech Republic. This is not only due to its architecture but also its 

symbolism to the Czech nation. The history of the cathedral is directly linked 

with the most successful periods of the Bohemian Lands. The first period was 

under the rule of King Charles IV. (1346-1378). Through his decision to settle in 

Prague the Bohemian Kingdom, the city became the capital and the centre of the 

Holy Roman Empire. Soon after Charles IV ordered the building of a cathedral in 

place of the Romanesque basilica (see Figure 35) 

The second period started with the Czech National Revival in 19th century 

which led, after the Great War and fall of Austro-Hungarian Empire, to creation 

of a new democratic state - Czechoslovakia (1918-1939). During this period 

Saint Vitus Cathedral was finally completed, almost 600 years after the first 

stone has been laid back in 1344 (Fig. 33).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 33 - Prague Castle with St. Vitus Cathedral and Charles Bridge in forefront 
(source: www.prague-pictures.cz) 
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It is Saint Vitus Cathedral where Bohemian Kings and Archbishops are buried 

and where the king’s jewels are kept.  

The St. Vitus Cathedral is the third religious building on the same site within the 

Prague Castle. The first religious building was founded in 925 by Wenceslaus I, 

Duke of Bohemia, and was an early Romanesque rotunda dedicated to St. Vitus.  

Later on in 1060,  when the  bishopric of Prague was established, the small 

Romanesque rotunda was replaced by a  more representative and much bigger 

Romanesque basilica founded by prince Spytihněv II. 

The first stone of the new Gothic Saint Vitus Cathedral, just after the bishopric of 

Prague was raised to archbishopric, was laid on 21st of November 1344 (Burian, 

1975, 18). King Charles was crowned as Holy Roman Emperor soon after in 

1355.    

Figure 34: Prague Castle Complex with St Vitus Basilica, reproduced (Kuthan, 2011) 
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All the three religious buildings were not only dedicated to the same Saint but 

also the location of the churches was carefully chosen to incorporate in its 

layout a tomb of Saint Wenceslaus, who became the patron of the Czech 

Kingdom, in its layout (see Figure 35). 

 

 

 

 tower 

N 

 

  

                                                                                                                                                                         

The first cathedral builder was Mathieu d' Arras (Matthias of Arras), whom 

Charles IV appointed during his stay in Avignon, France.  He was leading the 

works between years 1344 and 1352 and designed the layout of the cathedral as 

a triple-naved church, five-bayed choir with decagon apse. He managed to erect 

only the choir enclosure and several chapels (see Figure 35 - phase in black).  

 

Peter Parler 

After the dead of Mathias of Arras in 1352, Charles IV chose as his successor the 

very young and extremely creative and talented Peter Parler (Petr Parléř), who 

came to Prague in 1356, of age twenty-three from Gmünd, Germany. Peter 

Parler was responsible for the cathedral's design and works until his death in 

1399. Parler was from a famous builder’s family. His father Heirinch Parler 

(Jindřich Parléř) worked as a stone mason on Cologne Cathedral and designed a 

Figure 35: Footprints of Romanesque rotunda, Basilica of St. Spytihnev and Gothic St. Vitus 
Cathedral (left). First two stages of construction works - Matthias of Arras in black  and 
Peter Parler in blue (right); (source: Kostílková, 1994, Vol.1, 76). 
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choir extension in the Heiligkreuzkirche at Schwäbish-Gmünd (Acland, 1972, 

184). Peter Parler finished the  eastern choir up to an East transept wall, started 

the South Tower and the Royal entrance, called the Golden Gate, with its unique 

external golden mosaic. Probably the inspiration for the main south tower came 

from Cologne's Cathedral south-west tower due to its layout and pillar's 

modelling (see Figure 36 and Figure 37). There was also a personal connection. 

Parler's daughter married Cologne builder Michael's son of Michael the builder 

of Cologne Cathedral responsible for the design of south-west tower (Líbal, 

1999, 157). Petr Parléř / Peter Parler was despite his young age a very 

experienced builder.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 37: St-Vitus Cathedral - south maint tower 
(source: author) 

Figure 36: Cologne Cathedra - south-west tower; 
(source: author) 
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He used an innovative mesh-pattern  vaulting system, the inspiration of which, 

it is believed, came from Gloucester in England (see Figure 38) and was 

simplified by Heirinch Parler  in the Heiligkreuzkirche (St. Cross Church) choir 

extension (see Figure 39). Parler developed this pattern and simplified even 

further in St.Vitus (Acland, 1972, 187).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 38: Gloucester Cathedral: mesh-
pattern vaulting (1331-1337) 

Figure 40:  St. Vitus Cahtedral and mesh-pattern based chevron 
vault (1355-1360) 

Figure 39:  St. Cross Church in Gmünd with 
mesh-pattern vaults (1351) 
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Figure 41: St-Vitus - choir - east view; reproduced (Burian, 1975) Figure 42: Cologne - east view; reproduced (Wollf, 1990) 
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The cathedral layouts above,  mainly in southern France (see Figure 43) show 

similar design solutions for the choir enclosure surrounded with five chapels 

and short transept. The Cathedral in Rodez is the most similar regarding the 

layout and size (Líbal, 1999,61) 

After the death of Peter Parler in 1399 the workshop carried on until 1419 

under the leadership of Peter Parler's sons. The building works were 

interrupted in 1420 due to the Hussite Wars.  

Since then there were several attempts to complete the cathedral, for example 

in 1509 when King Wladyslaw II Jagiello re-opened the site workshop. However 

work stopped soon after. 

 Also the new Renaissance belfry was added by Bonifac Wohlmut in mid 16th 

century (see Figure 44).  

Figure 43: Cathedral plans: 1 - Le Mans, 2 - Narbornne, 3 - Toulouse, 4 - Rodez;(source: 
Libal, 1999, 60) 
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Other attempts were made by King Leopold I in 1673, when architect Johann 

Dominique Orsi de Orsini proposed a cathedral completion in Roman Baroque 

style.  All of them failed due to lack of funding (Burian, 1975, 30).  

After the centuries, with low or no maintenance and damages caused by fire 

(1541) or even heavy fighting (in 1757 the Prussian army artillery damaged 

north side of the cathedral) the cathedral was in a bad state with a danger of a 

collapse.  

 

  

Figure 44: St-Vitus  Renaissance belfry added in mid 
16th century (source: author) 
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Chapter 3: Gothic Design Methodology and 

Medieval Drawing  

 

Gothic Design Methodology 

From the available medieval drawings which majority are from the former 

Germanic world it can be noticed how much attention had been paid to features 

like towers, facades, vaults or tabernacles. These elements seem to be the 

prestigious and challenging at the same time and set the design for the rest of 

the cathedral (Bork, 2011, 21).   

The design and drafting process as described by Bork in his book The Geometry 

of Creation might have been the following: 

Simple geometrical operations were used to generate the design. First basic 

plan proportions were established - nave, aisles and buttress lines / centrelines. 

From the plan further proportion development was applied to facades and 

spires. From bigger elements the focus wend down to the details. It seems that 

despite the complicated design outcome it has been achieved by simple 

geometrical operations layered on top of each other in organized manner the 

most effective and straightforward way.  

 

 
SEVEN PRINCIPAL THESES (Bork, 2011, 26) : 

1. First, and most importantly, this book will demonstrate that Gothic 
draftsmen developed their designs using a dynamic approach to geometry, 
in which sequences of simple geometrical operations could be  combined to 
produce final forms of great complexity 

2. Gothic architectural ornament and articulation often calls attention to the 
very points that played especially important roles in the design process - 
Gothic articulation patterns are actually more logical and less capricious 
than most scholars have assumed.  
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3. Study documented remarkable continuity in northern Gothic design over 
the course of three centuries. The same geometrical relationships that 
govern the thirteenth-century drawings in Villard's portfolio can still be 
traced in to tower and vault designs from early sixteenth-century Germany 
and Austria, for example.  

4. Case studies shown that  Gothic designers employed only a small ' tool-box' 
of basic geometrical operations, a fact which helps to make their work 
analytically tractable (relationship between octagons and their 
circumscribing circles, in particular, appears so frequently in Gothic 
drawings that  'octature' deserves to be seen alongside 'quadrature' as one 
of the foremost proportioning strategies of the era. 

5. Gothic draftsmen created their designs in a straightforward and practical 
manner, typically developing a single major geometrical on a single 
manageably sized parchment 

6. Progressive divergence of Italian from northern European design practice 
over the course of the Gothic era, and the divergence between Italian 
modular planning and northern geometrical planning in particular, helped 
to set the stage for the more obvious battle between Gothic and classical 
style in the Renaissance. 

7. Triumph of the classical mode in the sixteenth century reflected not the 
inherent superiority of classical architecture, but rather the greater 
marketability of the classical mode, with its prestigious ancient 
associations and its easily legible formal order  
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Gothic Architectural Drawing  

'....the rise of drawing, in fact, would turn out to be one of the most significant 

methodological innovations in the history of medieval architecture.' (Bork, 1995, 

30).  

The re-appearance of the Cologne Cathedral west facade medieval drawing was 

at the beginning of the completion project of Cologne and subsequently of St-

Vitus. Drawings can assist in explanation of how the cathedrals were designed 

and subsequently allow to trace the inspirational influences between various 

workshops in the Rhineland region . 

The oldest Gothic drawings can be found scratched in stonework of numerous 

churches and cathedrals in France and England (Bork, 2011, 30).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 45: At York a tracery room was built with floor free of 
columns  7m x 4m intended to receive full size drawings;  
reproduced (Brandenburgh, 1995, 79) 

Figure 46: Drawings scratched into the 
sacristy of the Roslin chapel in Scotland; 
reproduced (Brandenburgh, 1995, 79) 
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A tracery rooms were established beside the building sites where 'drawings' 

were scratched on the floor (see Figure 46 and Figure 45). Carpenters these 

method use to these days.  

Drawings play the key role today as they were playing back in the medieval 

times or very likely in the ancient Greece or Rome. Famous portfolio of Villard 

de Honnecourt represents another example of Gothic drawings from around 

1230. Interesting is Honnecourt's sketch showing schematized plan of 

Cistercian church (see Figure 48) showing conceptual thinking together with 

the Cambrai Cathedral choir (Bork, 2011, 31) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Interesting remark Bork made, finding inaccuracies in the Honnecourt's  sketch 

of Cambrai Cathedral apse, about the ability of medieval draftsmen to construct 

more complex geometrical polygons: ....'such inaccuracies are hardly surprising, 

since medieval builders knew no simple geometrical construction to produce 

perfect pentagons and heptagons.....medieval builders could, of course, achieve 

Figure 48: Villard de Honnecourt Portfolio showing 
schematic groundplan of a Cistercian church and 
ground plan of the Cambrai Cathedral choir, 
Parchment, ca.24 x 15cm, Paris, Bibliotheque 
nationale de Frace, MS Fr 19093, folio 14v; 
reproduced (Bork, 2011, 32) 

Figure 47: Villard de Honnecourt, Cambrai 
Cathedral apse plan with geometrical 
overlay; reproduced (Bork, 2011, 33) 
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highly precise subdivisions of arcs when it truly mattered to them, as it would 

when laying out the hemicycle of a great church at full scale........pentagonal and 

heptagonal figures seem to occur in Gothic drawings only in those fairly rare cases 

where depicted structure itself was meant to have that symmetry for some 

particular programmatic or symbolic reason. By contrast, easily drawn figures 

based on the equilateral triangle, the square, and their immediate derivatives such 

as the octagon governed the proportions of many Gothic drawings...'(Bork, 2011, 

33). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

After the rapid development of Gothic style in France and the  Ile-de-Paris area 

the focus is moving to the Rhineland in the second half of 13th century. The 

main building workshops here are in Strasbourg and Cologne together with 

Freiburg. Bork believes that it is due to the  use of the detailed drawing as a new 

communication tool that the ideas were spreading quickly between the 

Figure 49: Basic proportioning figures of quadrature and octature; reproduced (Bork, 2011, 26) 
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cathedral's workshops. A development of certain architectural features, 

implementation of innovations and the whole concept development 

progressed rapidly. This would not be possible without a graphical 

expression of ideas through a drawing (Bork, 2011, 55). 

 

Openwork Spire 

From the Rhineland region in Germany amongst others came also the idea or 

the invention 'of the openwork spire   type'. Bork describes the openwork 

spire in following words: 

'......spectacular form in which the verticality and skeletalization stereotypically 

associated with Gothic design achieve their simultaneous climax.  

The openwork spire is one of the features which Cologne Cathedral inspired the 

design of the St-Vitus west front spires (see Figure 50). It was exactly the 

Rhineland region where this architectural solution has been established and 

work out to its pefection.   

The very first openwork spire has been completed on Freiburg cathedral but the 

inspiration for the design of this new architectural feature came undoubtedly 

from Strasbourg and Cologne workshops. (Bork, 2011, 126) 

 

 

 

  

Figure 50: Openwork spire comparison; source: author & (Bork, 2011) 
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As it was mentioned earlier the re-appearance of the Cologne cathedral west 

facade drawing (4m long) which after the Napoleonic Wars revived the idea or 

the effort for the completion.  (Bork, 2011, 62) 

It was a drawing as a designer's tool which enabled to plan enormous structures 

in whole and at the same time in a great detail. In the case of building a Gothic 

cathedral it was the drawing which represents the only opportunity for the 

designer to see the whole building 'standing' in his lifetime. This is the 

opportunity he would not have had otherwise.  

Majority of surviving drawings showing mainly front facades and towers in a 

way  the most important, complex and attractive parts of the design.  ( Bork, 

2011, 62).  

 

Strasbourg Plan B 

The key influence to establish 'Rhineland Gothic' style as later applied on 

Cologne came from Strasbourg Cathedral workshop: 

Strasbourg Plan B, the great successor of Plan A, has been recognized ever since 

its creation in the 1270s as a work of genius. The creation of this drawing, more 

than any other single event, marked the emergence of the Rhineland as  

superpower in Gothic design.  By synthesizing and extending many of the most 

advanced design ideas developed in thirteenth-century France, the anonymous 

visionary who conceived Plan B established a vocabulary of forms that would go 

on to inspire Gothic designers for centuries to come.' (Bork, 2011, 63) 

It was the Strasburg Cathedral facade which young Goethe fell in love with and 

wrote the important defence of the medieval Gothic style against the classicists  

'Von Deutcher Baukunst (1773)' and by doing that significantly contributed to 

establishing the German Neo-Gothic movement (Bork, 2011, 63). The 

Strasbourg Cathedral represent the first appearance of the Rayonnant style in 

Rhineland (Bork, 2011, 64). 
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Figure 51: Comparison of Strasbourg Plan A, Strasbourg Plan B, and Cologne Plan F; 
reproduction (Bork, 2011, 59) 
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Despite the remarkable complexity the whole Plan B was done only using a rule 

and compass. This drawing  established the Strasbourg lodge well above the 

others as the most progressive (Bork, 2011, 76).  
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Cologne 

There is no doubt that the builders of Cologne Cathedral were familiar with the 

cathedrals built to date in France. The rivalry resulted in an effort to exceed 

everything what has been done in the past in the Ile-de-France region. 

Despite the size of the Cologne cathedral there are similarities in the 

architectural language. The designer master Gerhard, enclosed the choir with 

seven small radiating chapels based on the French predecessors.  In Prague, 

Matthaus of Arras a French builder invited by the Czech King Charles IV.  , used 

the same principle only decrease the number or chapels to five.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 52: Cologne Cathedral, ground plan of 
choir with geometrical overlay; reproduced 
(Bork,  2011, 98) 
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Cologne cathedral seems to be designed almost like in 'one go'. No significant 

changes to the plans or major alterations during the construction period were 

encountered apart from reduction of the main portals from five to three. Equally 

there are different versions of facades. Cologne Plan A seems to be similar to 

facades seen in France. As it has been mentioned earlier due to quick movement 

of ideas through drawings the Cologne workshop probably got inspired by work 

in Strasbourg and the facade plan now Plan B reflected this shift in architectural 

style.  ( Bork, 2011, 102) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 53: Strasbourg Plan B, complete geometrical 
armature of facade scheme (above) and its implied 
ground plan (below); reproduced (Bork, 2011, 87) 
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Bork believes that in case of 'Cologne Plan A' a square was used instead of 

octagon as the fundamental geometrical pattern and the main for the entire 

layout.  (Bork, 2011, 103).  Under the influence of workshop from Strasbourg for 

Cologne Plan D the base square pattern was replaced by an octagon and 

according to Bork '...the octature-based design method seen in Cologne Plan D 

corresponds quite precisely to the system seen in Strasbourg Plan B. Geometrical 

analysis of these drawings thus supports the argument made previously on formal 

grounds that the members of the Cologne workshop began to accept influences 

from Strasbourg...'  and also '.....the creator of Plan F knew not only the formal 

vocabulary and geometrical planning methods of the Strasbourg designers, but 

also their units of measure. (Bork, 2011, 113). 

It was the Plan F which re-appeared after the Napoleonic wars and wich 

determined the final design and appearance of the Cologne Cathedral (see 

Figure 55) and subsequently influenced the completion of the west front of St-

Vitus. The  inspiration can be traced, with help of drawings backwards from 

Cologne up to the Strasbourg workshop.  
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Figure 54: Comparison between parchment structure of Cologne Plan F (at left) and the drawing's 
overall geometrical armature (at right), showing alignment between the six parchments in the right-hand 
tower and the six octagonal modules in the armature; reproduced (Bork, 2011, 114) 
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Figure 55: Cologne Cathedral - west front (source: author) 
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Figure 56: St-Vitus west fron; reproduced (source: author) 
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St-Vitus 

An important link between Cologne Cathedral and St-Vitus Cathedral, as 

mentioned earlier, is the architect Peter Parler ' one of the most famous and 

influential artists of the Gothic era...' (Bork, 2011, 201).  Peter Parler was very 

innovative and unconventional.  (Bork, 2011, 201-202). Parler's approach was to 

treat each architectural element separately with his full artistic focus and at the 

same time to create a unity between these elements. 

Peter was in a way fortunate that he was involved at a stage when a new main 

south tower was designed. His approach was not traditional. He placed the main 

tower within the south elevation / south trancept facing the Royal Palace. He 

introduced new vaulting pattern so called 'network vaults' which inspiration 

came very likely from England. Peter Parler was not only an 'architect' but also a 

sculptor when he sculpted a portrait of himself, which was installed on the 

triphorium together with Matthias' and portraits of archbishops. The fact that 

he sculptured a realistic portrait of himself refers to the new stage of the so 

called 'self-conscious artist'.  (Bork, 2011, 202-203).   

Peter Parler was familiar with works which have been done in Strasbourg, 

Cologne and Freiburg and probably key French cathedrals.  

There are three known medieval drawings of St-Vitus surviving to these days. 

All of them are archived in the Academy of Fine Arts in Vienna -  as the majority 

of Gothic medieval drawings. Bork assumes that all drawings of St-Vitus were 

brought to Vienna by Wenzel Parler, son of Peter Parler, who became the 

supervisor of the Viennese Stepahnsdom workshop (Bork, 2011, 205). From 

there it is possible to track some similarities between St-Vitus tower and the 

tower of  Stephansdon in Vienna (Bork, 2011, 206).  
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When Peter Parler came to Prague to become a new head of the St-Vitus 

workshop his predecessor Matthias of Arras had already established the 

geometry of the plan based on a perfect square. The choir vessel internal was 

twice as wide as the aisles interval.  As Bork remarks...'quadrature and octature 

play crucial roles in the organization of the Prague choir scheme. (see Figure 58, 

Figure 59, Figure 60 and Figure 61) (Bork, 2011, 208) 

 

 

 

Figure 57: Vienna Stepansdom, 
overall view from the southwest; 
reproduced (Bork, 2011, 232) 
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Bork after studying Parler's elevation design concluded the following: '....the 

Prague choir elevation displays neither the rigid modular stacking principle seen 

in Cologne Plan F, nor the striking mixture of triangular and octagonal geometries 

seen in the Freiburg spire. Thus, while Parler doubtless had some familiarity with 

Figure 58: Drawing 16.821, showing the cross-section 
of the Prague Cathedral choir (below), and the ground 
plan of a tower (above); reproduced (Bork, 2011, 205) 
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Cologne, Freiburg, and Strasbourg, his Prague elevation drawings does not exhibit 

all the complexities seen in the great Rhenish tower drawings discussed previously.  

(Bork, 2011, 214) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Figure 59: Drawing 16.817, with geometrical overlay, stage 1; reproduced (Bork, 2011, 225) 
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Figure 60: Comparison between proportions of drawing 16.821 (shown reversed at upper left), the actural 
section of Prague Cathedral (at upper right) and the cahtedral's plan (below), all with geometrical overlay;  
reproduced (Bork, 2011, 213) 
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Figure 61: Drawing 16.821, tower plan with geometrical overlay, stage 2; reproduced 
(Bork, 2011, 217) 
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Chapter 4: Context of Cathedral Completions - 

Gothic Revival Movement 

The cathedral completions would not have been possible without some revived 

interest in the Gothic style supported by romantic nostalgia for the 'golden 

medieval time'.  

Before going to detail explanation of the Gothic Revival Movement background 

it may be beneficial answering the question why the Gothic style was taken over 

by Renaissance and retreated for several centuries to 'suddenly' re-appear with 

great intensity in the 19th century like a comet and then vanished again. Bork 

offers an explanation:  

'...from strictly Vitruvian or Albertian perspective, the Gothic tendency to stretch 

columns heaven ward could only be condemned as a deviation from 'correct' 

canonical models based on the proportion of the human body'...the geometrical 

logic of Gothic architecture is hard to explain in words. Because Gothic design 

conventions govern the rules of the process more than the shape of the final 

product (Bork, 2011, 5-9).'  

 More over Bork quotes also from art historian Giorgio Vasari, who is believed to 

be the first art historian, and his famous work 'The Lives of the Most Excellent 

Painters, Sculptors, and Architects (Le Vite de' piu eccellenti pittori, scultori, ed 

architettori, published in 1550) where Vasari describes the Gothic architecture 

as 'barbaric and lawless deviation from classical correctness' (Bork, 2011, 5).   

Based on the above it is now much clearer why Gothic designers, despite 

several attempts (eg. Matthäus Roriczer's Büchlein von der Fialen Gerechtigkeit - 

1486 and Hans Schumuttermazr's Fialenbüchlein) were never able to clearly 

explain and defend Gothic methods and approach and why very well 

structured, rhetorically sophisticated writings about classical architecture were 

more convincing and largely helped in re-establishing the classical style again.  

(Bork, 2011, 9).   
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The Gothic Revival 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Gothic Revival movement has its roots in England and its beginning can be 

traced at the end of 18th century. According to Lews the re-appearance of the 

Gothic style is associated with medieval piety and Christianity (Lewis, 2002, 59). 

Due to the  victory over Napoleon in 1815 England further strengthen its world 

dominance and spread the idea of reinventing Gothic to Europe and elsewhere. 

Unexpectedly, as Lewis remarsk, the rationale or the aesthetic philosophical 

explanation of the Gothic style re-appearance England, as an empirical empire, 

'left' to Germany where an interesting idea emerged that 'the Gothic was an 

expression of exalted creative genius.'(Lewis, 2002, 59).   

Germany affected by Reformation and Thirty Years War was 'closer' to Medieval 

times due to its lesser industrialization and prevailing agrarian landscape. This 

Figure 62:A. W. N. Pugin's drawing from An Apology for the Revival of Christian Architecture in England 
(1843); reproduced (Lewis, 2002) 
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has been also reflected in still 'feudal' organization and political fragmentation 

and that is where the polularity of 'medievalism' in Germany is probably coming 

from (Lewis, 2002, 59).   

 

German Gothic Revival 

Unlike in England in Germany the devastating impact of iconoclasm on the 

medieval cultural heritage was mainly avoided and ecclesiastical art was 

preserved to a great extent. The Gothic revival came from England rather than 

from Germany as a fashion wave and inspiration in garden and landscape design 

(see Figure 63) which inseparable part were romantic ruins built as a garden 

pavilions visually pretending medieval castles most of them in Gothic style 

(Lewis, 2002, 59). 

The important impulse, as quoted in various sources (eg. Glendinning, 2013, 48) 

on re-establishing of the Gothic style as a new national style in Germany had the 

Goethe's essay inspired by Strasbourg cathedral 'On German Architecture ' 

(Von deutscher Baukunst, 1772).  Goethe himself later on in his life left the idea 

of medievalism and inclined more, after some study trips to Italy and Greece, to 

classical architecture (Kruft, 1994). However, his essay played a key role in 

establishing the Gothic Revival in Germany. As Lewis remarks Goethe was not 

interested in '...deciphering the stylistic grammar of Strasbourg cathedral; what 

excited him was its very incomprehensibility.'(Lewis, 2002, 61).  Goethe 

described the Gothic, due to its 'incomprehensibility', as '...an expression of 

unconscious spiritual energy' and as '...the outcome of  intense feeling and 

imagination, poured out as if in a fever, and congealed in stone.' His view was that 

the Gothic is impossible to understand rationally and its driving force is rather 

an '....emotion akin to religious reverie..'(Lewis, 2002, 62).  Goethe re-invented 

Jean-Jacques Rousseau idea of the romantic genius cult with some nationalistic 

'incendiary notion' additions to the mix such as '...that the genius was the 
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collective spirit of the German nation and demanding the it be called 'deutsche' 

architecture (Lewis, 2002, 62).'  

Under the threat of the French Revolution and subsequent Napoleonic 

invasions, it was believed, that the German's holy mission was to 'civilize 

Europe' (Lewis, 2002, 63).  

Apart from  an exaggerated emotional and nationalistic debate about the Gothic, 

its complexity and origins, a few rational and well grounded voices were being 

heard. For example Friedrich Schlegel, literary critic and philosopher, in his 

essay Briefe auf einer Reise (1806) compared Gothic to natural world, its forms 

having organic complexity, '.... where simple primary forms give rise to ever more 

complex organizations.' (Lewis, 1990, 63). This is in another words how Bork 

described the design development of Gothic cathedrals by using simple 

geometrical operations layered on top of each other until a complex layout is 

developed. Schegel also stressed the correlation between Gothic and its physical 

forms and the Christian spiritual function meaning predominantly Catholicism 

which was not well received in protestant Germany (Lewis, 2002, 64). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 63: Sir James Hall's design for a 
'Wicker Chatedral,' from his Essay on the 
Origin, History and Principles of Gothic 
Architecture (illustrated edition, 1813). 
The idea that Gothic architecture emerged 
out of the forms of trees exercized a 
considerable pull in Germany, whose 
forests were powerful patriotic symbols. 
Hall, a noted geologist, refined the idea by 
claiming that Gothic ornament was 
derived from woven forms and basketry. 
Friedrich Schlegel was the first to use 
archaeological evidence to refute such 
theories; reproduced (Lewis, 2002, 64) 
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Lewis summarisers the Schlegel's contribution in the following way: 

'.....Schlegel's intelligent scholarship cleared away much of the clutter of romantic 

nonsense clinging to the Gothic.' (Lewis, 2002, 64). 

Thanks to Schegel's, Forster's and others contribution to the public debate on 

the Gothic topic the 'doctrine of association' was in Germany abandoned. The 

'doctrine of association' was explained by Lewis in the following way: '...a work 

of art was secondary to the associations it produced; it was the degree and 

multitude of mental images that determined its quality, not its materials or 

correct proportions.' (Lewis, 2002, 65). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Soon after the architects studied the principles of the Gothic style its 

'technostatic' principles applied on Gothic cathedral design. The birth of the 

Gothic Revival Movement was slowed down by the Napoleonic wars and the 

French occupation (1808 - 1813). Under the French occupation the mood of the 

Figure 64: Caspar David Friedrich's Abbey in Oak Forest, 1809, ostensibly depicts the burial of a monk 
near the choir of a ruined Gothic abbey, hemmed in by gnarled oaks whose agonized limbs undeerscore the 
bleakness. To Friedrich's viewers these national symbols would inevitably have recalled the prostration of 
Germany under French occupation, and the hope of imminent dawn; reproduced (Lewis, 2002, 65) 
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frustrated nation became gloomy. This was reflected in the art (see Figure 64) 

expressed by metaphors like 'sturdy oaks, endless forest and ruined abbeys.' 

(Lewis, 2002, 66).  Any occupation awake patriotic sentiments and nationalism 

and there was no difference in Germany under the temporary French rule. 

Architecture due to its complexity reflected the patriotic moves in the nation 

with a delay.  Even Prussian architect Karl Friedrich Schinkel  known today 

predominantly for his classical buildings designed several Gothic buildings (e.g. 

Berlin Cathedral, mauzoleum for Prussian queen etc.), which due to lack of 

funds were never realized (Lewis, 2002, 67). 

Napoleon's defeat released the nationalism and the Gothic Revival reached the 

apex. A completion of unfinished Cologne Cathedral was proposed as an 

appropriate candidate for the German monument, which according to Joseph 

von Görres  (1776-1848), German journalist and writer, must be in Gothic style. 

Görres made the following methafor: 'In its ruinous incompletion, it is an image 

of Germany.....Likewise it will be a symbol of the new empire that we want to build' 

(Lewis, 2002, 68).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 65: Karl Friedrich Schinkel's Gothischer Dom am Wasser (1813) implausibly combines the two 
great loves of German Romanticism - Gothic architecture and Italian landscape. The cathedral is a fantasia 
upon Cologne, transplanted onto a hill, so that the setting, so that the setting sun flares through the 
openwork spire and dissolves it into the infinitely writhing filigrees that had charmed Goethe 
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As the time passed by, after the Germany was finally freed, the Gothic Revival 

was losing its urgency. The idea of national unity was seen as a threat to German 

states. The classical style was again preferred for the public buildings in Berlin, 

München and others. Schinkel returned to what he has learned from classists 

David and Friedrich Gilly. As Lewis reminds Schinkel even proposed for the 

Cologne cathedral completion a classical solution with flat roof over its 

nave (Lewis, 2002, 70) and as remarks: 'it would have been an artistic disaster of 

the first magnitude and fortunately nothing came of it.'  

The Gothic style was gaining more and more support among university students 

as a revolt to the officially supported classical style. The atmosphere, under the 

unification process, was changing gradually until a point when the Gothic style 

was broadly accepted as the national style representing the German unity with 

reminiscence back to high Middle Ages when independent German cities 

prospered greatly and experienced political freedom. Görres pointed out that 

several independent municipal entities collaborating together can prevent a 

tyranny which is understandably a result of a centralized power. Therefore he 

appreciates the 'modern' decentralized political organization as was set up in 

the high Middle Ages,  with the Gothic style on its zenith, amongst German cities 

as the ideal solution.  Lewis summarise as follows:' ...Thus Görres took the 

German revival from the romantic phase, with his 1814 call for completing 

Cologne Cathedral, to its mature mid-century phase.'  Theodor Bülau (architect 

and painter; 1800-1861) insisted that: ' Gothic was the free creation of 

Republican peoples, by which he meant those northern races that had not been 

subject to Roman authority - i.e., the Germans, English and Scandinavians. (Lewis, 

2002, 71-73) ' 

Another turn in the reception of the Gothic happened. Initially Gothic 

represented the desire for constitutional Republic. Another shift in the meaning 

has been made. Gothic no longer represented pan-Germanic nor liberal but 

Catholic. These different interpretation caused, together with Protestant Prussia 

taking control over Rhineland, friction ending in violent protests. The situation 
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calmed down with new king Fridrich Wilhelm IV, who was supportive of a idea 

of Cologne cathedral completion and seen it as a great opportunity to soften 

Rhenish Catholics  and link Prussian munificence and the pan-Germanic symbol 

(Lewis, 2002, 74). To balance all the interests together with lack of funding was 

not always easy but it did work out at the end.  

August Reichensperger (1808-1895), nationalist and art historian also put a 

lot of effort to deal with the myth that the Gothic was of a German origin. 

Although some work has been done and the German scholars stepped back a 

little, after a clear evidence was pointing to France and the Ile-de-France region 

saying: '....Gothic was not begun in Germany, it was perfected there, with Cologne 

Cathedral the apotheosis of the Gothic.' (Lewis, 2002, 75). Reichensperger's 

article in Kölner Domblatt (Journal of the Cologne Cathedral building society) 

dispelled the myth in the following words still valid to these days: ' the Gothic 

style originated in the Ile-de-France in the early twelfth century, reaching its 

High Gothic perfection in the early thirteenth century at which time the style 

moved into Germany (Lewis, 2002, 75)' This statement gave a hard hit to all 

German nationalists including Sulpiz Boisseree , art historian, who stood at the 

beginning of the completion project. Reichensperger shown that the German 

Gothic indeed came after French Gothic proving the most of the German 

cathedrals took an inspiration and been built in the similar way as the Cathedral 

in Amiens. This was the point when the German revival has transformed more 

into an international movement due to its intense contacts to Gothic revival 

circles in England and France. The Cologne Cathedral (see Figure 66) with its 

puristic and conservative character dominated the German Gothic Revival 

movement (Lewis, 2002, 75).  

The completion of the Cologne Cathedral inspired other major 'completion 

projects mainly in Germany and other German speaking countries. Amongst the 

most important examples, apart from St. Vitus already mentioned above, is the 

completion of Ulm (see Figure 68) and Regensburg cathedral (Glendinning, 

2013, 130).  
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Figure 67: Cologne Cathedral west front; reproduced (Wolff, 1990) 
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The nationalistic wave was behind also other completions in different European 

countries. A special situation was in Italy where several cathedrals were given 

the frontages like for example the Milan Cathedral (see Figure 69) which 

received the marble Neo-Gothic facade.  

Figure 68: Ulm Cathedral; reproduced (Wilson, 1990, 235) 
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However, the Gothic Revival movement was stronger in England and Germany 

probably due to Catholic-protestant tensions. The movement never achieved the 

same level or organization in predominantly Catholic countries like Italy, France 

or Spain (Lewis, 2002, 79). 

Interestingly examples of neo-Gothic completions or additions can be found also 

in South and Central America. An interesting example is  La Parroquia de San 

Figure 69: Milan Cathedral, front facade; reproduced (Lewis, 202, 77) 
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Miguel Arcángel in San Miguel del Alliende, Mexico. Where a new west facade 

with two spires was added in 19th century inspired by European cathedrals 

(see Figure 70). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

There are many examples with major interventions like e.g. Milan Cathedral, 

Barcelona Cathedral, Gerona Cathedral etc.  

Due to WWI and WWII many projects were undertaken to repair the damage 

caused by the war effort. The well known examples are Cathedral at Rheims or 

Strasbourg Cathedral. 

 

Figure 70: La Parroquia de San Miguel 
Arcangel, Mexico (source: Author) 
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Chapter 5:  Completion Campaign 

Cologne Cathedral 

In this darkest hour, of French occupation, some signs of turnover appeared. 

Important personalities of German cultural life, like travel writer and journalist 

Georg Forster or poet and philosopher Friedrich von Schlegel started to point 

out the artistic and cultural eminence of the Cologne Cathedral using 

expressions like 'singular work of art or a national shire' (Wolff, 1990, 20). The 

key person at the beginning of the completion campaign was Sulpiz Boisseree 

(1783 - 1856), who's role at St. Vitus played Pesina from Czechorod, who was 

promoting the completion and undertook site surveys to record the existing 

condition of the Cathedral on the drawings. He published extensive series of his 

engraved drawings (published between 1821 - 1832, (see Figure 71). He 

managed the public's and most importantly get the attention of influential and 

powerful figures of his time like'... Goethe, King Ludwig I of Bavaria and finally 

also the young Crown Prince of Prussia in the Cathedral, before he could yet 

imagine what a decisive role the latter in particular would play in future 

developments....' (Wolff, 1990, 22).  

After the Napoleon's defeat in 1815 when Rhineland (with Cologne) was 

incorporated into Prussia immediate negotiations with the Pope started to 

establish Cologne again as an archbishopric obliging the Prussian government 

to fund any repairs and maintenance. At this time another important figure - 

Karl Friedrich Schinkel as Prussian chief architect after the visit of the Cologne 

Cathedral urged immediate repairs (similar scenario can be observed at St. 

Vitus) and on his demand a new cathedral workshop was established. 

The initial intention was to complete the Cologne cathedral exactly the same 

way as per the original design. However the few original drawings (refer to  
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Chapter 3) not always matched the already built medieval construction. The 

architect who took the lead was Ernst Zwirner (1802 - 1861) on Schinkel's 

recommendation.  Ernst Zwirner was a former pupil of Friedrich Schinkel and 

took the prestigious task without any hesitation. Due to the lack of evidence of 

the original design records he had to extrapolate to bridge the gaps between the 

Figure 71: Sectional drawing of the chevet of the Cathedral. Plate VI fromthe engravings of the 
Cathedral by Sulpiz Boisseree; drawn by Maximilian Fuchs, 1809; engraved by Christian 
Duttenhofer, 1811 - 1814; reproduced (Wolff, 1990, 20) 
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known physically built structure and newly discovered medieval cathedral 

drawings.  

Another key person on the political side of the projects and without whom the 

successful completion would not have been possible was August 

Reichensperger (1808-95) who was the most important member of the 

cathedral building society and Catholic judge. He took himself a position of the 

Gothic 'purity supervisor' denying any use of modern materials (e.g. iron roof 

trusses). Also Reichensperger was against raising the missing funds though 

lottery and preferred the old medieval way when the funds were collected 

through private donations. At the end the iron roof trusses were used as later on 

the St-Vitus cathedral and the lottery was established and proved to be very 

welcomed and reliable source of funding. However, these battles between 

Reichensperger and Zwirner and others members of the cathedral building 

society were beneficial to the final success of the cathedral completion (Lewis, 

2002, 75).  

The first tasks were related to some repair works (buttressing on the chevet 

restored, original almost delicate struts replaced by stronger ones). Part of 

Zwirner's mission was also to work on the completion proposals (Wolff. 1990, 

22).  

The biggest problem was funding (see Figure 73), as it is usually the case of such 

a major projects. To obtain a funding from the government was not easy, but it 

had changed with new king Friedrich Wilhelm IV the 'romantic' was crowned in 

1840.  
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Figure 72: The construction of the portals on the south transept. Behind the new piers appear the 
provisional separating wall of the transept from around 1265 (right) and  1388 (left with Gothic-
arched windows); on the far right, the cathedral workshop. Water-coloured pencil drawing by Johann 
Anton Ramboux, February, 1844; 103.5 x 83.7 cm, Cologne, Kölnisches Stadtmuseum; reproduced 
(Wolff, 1990) 
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Figure 73: Statistics for financing the construction of the Cathedral; reproduced (Wolff, 1990, 23) 
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He supported the idea of completion and obliged the government to pay 

regularly 50,000 taler annually. The completion idea was also strongly 

supported by Cologne citizentry.  The Friends of the Cathedral Society in 

(Zentral Dombau-Verein) was created to raise sufficient funds for the 

completion. The society was approved by the King on the condition that the 

contribution of the society will match the government annual payment of 

50,000 taler (Wolff, 1990, 22). 

As the chart shows (see Figure 73) most funding was secured by the Friends of 

the Cathedral Society. This shows the importance to obtain the support of the 

wide public for a such project. Similar importance had the Unity for Completion 

of St Vitus, which with same success secured sufficient funds for its completion.  

The foundation stone was laid on 4th September 1842 during a ceremony with 

King Wilhelm IV and Archbishop Johannes von Geissel (1841-1864) presence. 

The King was heavily involved also in the discussion about the design of the 

completion particularly he supported the avoidance of expensive buttressing 

which was against the intention of the Friends of the Cathedral Society which 

pointed out that:'....the King by approving the statue which explicitly emphasized 

construction following the original plan had also committed himself to the 

buttressing.' (Wolff, 1990, 23). The King finally agreed with the option including 

buttressing.  

Another discussion was about what to base the new transept facade design on. 

Zwirner took an inspiration from the newly found large west-facade plan and 

the partly finished south tower. New drawings were produced with 

collaboration with Schinkel, Boisseree and the King's involvement. During the 

building works on the north side a fragment of the original facade was 

discovered. A new discussion commenced whether to omit Zwirner's proposal 

and reverse back to the original design or carry on with the new design. The 

Friends of the Cathedral Society voted in favour of the original design which 

meant to demolish the parts already built and start from scratch. However, the 

King stepped in and decided that Zwirner's Neo-Gothic design would remain on 
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the south side of the transept whilst the north side would reflect the new 

findings and would be the reminder of the original medieval design (refer to 

Chapter 3). 

 The works carried out quickly. In 1848 the facades were twice as high as before 

reaching 70 meters. In 1861 the crossing tower was completed and two years 

later, the  separating wall was demolished and the church was opened again for 

the religious services.  Boisseree, Zwirner and the King were not fortunate to 

experience the Cathedral opening ceremony. They had died a few years earlier 

this 560 years long awaited moment (Wolff, 1990, 23).  

The last cathedral architect involved in the completions of Cologne Cathedral 

was Richard Voigtel from Magdeburgh. An annual lottery had established to 

bring in the missing funds so the west towers could be completed. Finally the 

north tower reached the height of 157 metres in 1868 and twelve years later the 

south tower together with the whole cathedral was completed on 15th October 

1880 after 632 years.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 Figure 75: In the style of a medieval master builder, 
Richard Voigtel (cathedral architect, 1861-1902) has 
himself portrayed as a console figure in the first gallery on 
the north tower  in 1870) - similarly to Peter Parler's 
portrait in St. Vitus 600 years ago.; reproduced (Wolff, 
1990  23) 

Figure 74: The document for the completion of the 
Cathedral is placed in the cruciform foliated finial. 
Woodcut from the Allgemeine Illustrirte Zeitung; 
reproduced (Wollf, 1990, 24) 
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Figure 76: The Cathedral from the southeast. Photo by Johann Franz Michiels, late 1855, 
taken from the tower of Gross St. Martin, 43x54cm, Cologne, Dombauarchiv; reproduced 
(Wolff, 1990) 

Figure 77: The Cathedral from the east after October 15, 1880, Photo by Anselm Schmitz, 
50.8x40cm, Cologne, Dombauarchiv; reproduced (Wolff, 1990) 
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Despite that the cathedral was completed, the repair works started almost 

immediately on the chevet buttressing. Under the leadership of Hans 

Güldenpfenning (1928-1944) the entire buttressing was renewed in shell-

limestone. Unfortunately this material was not a good choice. The stone became 

deteriorated due to weathering just a couple years after the installation.  

Even though the Cologne Cathedral was not a primary target during the WW2, it 

served predominantly as the orientation point for allied air force when 

attacking military and civil targets elsewhere in Germany. As a result fourteen 

air-bombs hit the Cathedral causing a collapse of vaulting in the nave (see 

Figure 79 and Figure 83) and north transept and extensive damage to the 

window tracery and the roof. Additionally a parachute mine caused a serious 

damage to the north pier buttress (see Figure 82).  Post war repairs were 

required until 1956 when the damaged west part of the Cathedral returned to 

the religious service (Wolff, 1990, 27).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 78: Destroyed Cologne in 1945; Cathedral still almost intact standing; reproduced (Möhring, 2011) 
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Figure 79: An article 'Das Attentat auf die Kunst- und Kulturstadt (Attack on Art and City of Culture) Kölnischen 
Illustrierten Zeitung (29. Juni 1943); reproduction (Möhring, 2011) 
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Figure 80: Damage after an air raid in 1943 (left), temporary protection structures in the Cathedral 
interior 1942; reproduced (Möhring, 2011) 

Figure 81: Nazi propaganda Joseph Goebbles visiting Cologne Cathedral after Peter & Paul air strike 
(Möhring, 2011) 
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Figure 82: North tower pillar badly damaged by 
parachute mine during an air raid on 3rd November 
1943; reproduced (Möhring, 2011) 
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Figure 83: Damage of the vaulting system and the 
west window during air-raids; reproduced 
(Möhring, 2011) 
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Nowadays the cathedral workshop carries continuously repairs of deteriorated 

stone, roof, gutters and stained windows. For the stained windows a workshop, 

which is believed to be the largest in the world was established. Archaeological 

investigation is carried out under the floor of the Cathedral.   

'.....No one living today will ever see  the Cathedral without  scaffolding. As a 

Cologne saying puts it:  when the Cathedral is finished, the world will end.' (Wolff, 

1990,27). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 84: Stonemasons of the cathedral workshop mounting a 
renewed flying buttress; reproduced (Wolff, 1990, 27) 
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St-Vitus 

The completion of the Cologne Cathedral did not remain without its followers in 

Germany and the Austro-Hungarian Empire. The best example of a similar 

project inspired by the Cologne Cathedral completion is a completion of the St 

Vitus's Cathedral in Prague. Even the stage when the building works on St Vitus 

Cathedral was ceased (only choir and part of the main tower finished) was very 

similar (refer to Chapter 1) to the stage when the Cologne Cathedral workshop 

was 'abandoned'. 

The Czech national consciousness revival in an unstable Austro-Hungarian 

empire played an important role for the idea of completing the Cathedral in 

Prague which task was entrusted to Joseph Kranner (1801-1871).  (for details 

refer to St-Vitus history chapter).  The design approach which Joseph Kranner 

chose was also conservative, mirroring one used in Cologne Cathedral 

'...scrupulous copyism of original elements survived and intelligent but cautious 

speculation where they did not' (Lewis, 2002, 76). According to Lewis Kranner 

showed: '....that the sensitive completion of a medieval building, far from being a 

routine exercise in copyism, is an artistic challenge of the highest order. ' 

At the beginning of 19th century Czech preacher Wenceslaw Michael Pesina of 

Czechorod  proposed the completion of the cathedral again.  

 

Political and Historical Background  

Despite the fact that the Bohemian lands belonged to the most developed parts 

of the Austrian Empire (after 1867 Austro-Hungarian Empire) the cultural, 

political and national situation in Czech land was getting gradually worse. All 

the cultural and political affairs were under strict scrutiny of the government in 
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Vienna. Any attempts of National revival was seen in Vienna as a possible 

trigger for a revolution or uprising and therefore were soon repressed at the 

very beginning. The only official language was German and fluent German was a 

basic requirement for higher education, career progress and also a sign of 

higher social status. The Czech language was constantly pushed out of the public 

sphere by Germanization and was used only by the poorer, more rural 

population. There were no written grammar rules and the natural development 

of the language was stuck.  

Despite all of this in the last quarter of 18th century a slow process of national 

enlightenment and the formation of the Czech nation began not only based upon 

the area principle but also at the based on the principle of common language, 

culture and economy belonging together.  

This movement was reflected particularly in the language development when 

the grammar rules were established and the Czech language became the second 

official language after Germany in 1880. (Efmertová, M., Savický, 2009, 15-441). 

 

During the whole 19th century there was a huge boom of public initiatives and 

societies in the fields of literature, theatre, music, fine art, architecture and 

other cultural activities. Part of such activities were also behind founding the 

Unity for completion of the metropolitan church of St. Vitus, whose main 

aim was to repair, restore and finally complete the cathedral. But such an 

activity was not isolated. As a result of a National revival and desire for truly 

Czech theatre, the Czech nation collected money for the National Theatre which 

was completed in 1883.  
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A brief history of the conservation movement in the Bohemian lands 

As a precursor to an official state-driven conservation movement there were 

public initiatives focused on collecting information about the history of old 

Czech art and history. Important in this regard was the Society of the Patriotic 

friends of Art (Společnost vlasteneckých přátel umění). Later on, the Museum of 

the Czech Kingdom was established to prevent destruction of monuments and 

to prevent the export of artefacts. The supporters of such a activities were 

mainly amongst local aristocracy.  

An important step towards government-organized and supported systematic 

care of old monuments was the foundation of the Central Commission for the 

Study and Preservation of Art and Built Monuments in Vienna (Der 

Zentralkommission fur die Erhaltung der Kunst- und Historishen 

Denkmalpflege) in 1850. The main influences behind establishing the state 

organized and controlled conservation institution was a nostalgic or romantic 

view on the past, nationalistic tendencies and also prestige not to stay behind 

other European countries like France or Prussia. The first task of the Central 

Commission was to make records of existing monuments and to establish its 

value.  Statistical data were obtained about the current state, repairs needed 

and their urgency.  The second task was to provide theoretical support and 

technical advice through local authority building department. (Nejedlý, 2008, 

29-43).  

 

Unity for completion of metropolitan church of St VItus  

At the beginning of 18th century the idea of cathedral completion was brought 

up again by Wenceslaw Michael Pesina of Cechorod (Václav Michal Pešina z 

Čechorodu), who became a canon and keeper of St Vitus Cathedral and Czech 

preacher in 1832. Pesina traveled across Europe to seek experience in France 

and to learn about romantic Gothic interventions into the medieval architecture 

in Germany.  
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Pesina's with his enthusiasm attracted the attention of the Czech patriotic 

nobility, Church and intellectual elite in Prague.  Pesina also personally met 

Ernst F. Zwirner, who led a stone workshop during the completion of the 

Cologne Cathedral.  

To reinforce the effort, Pesina decided to contact well respected conservative 

Czech politician and nobleman count Franz Anton von Thun und Hohenstein 

who was also in the committee of the Society of Patriotic Friends of Art. 

Together with others they established a provisional committee of Unity for 

Completion of the Metropolitan Church of Saint Vitus and also strived for 

recognition by the  Austrian emperor Ferdinand I.  

The request for establishing Unity for completion was approved on 27. July 

1844 by the Emperor. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 85:  Cathedral Completion proposal drawn by Ludvik Kohl, approx 1810, (source: Burian, 1975, 35) 
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Phase One - Repairs and reconstruction under leadership of J.O. 

Kranner (1861-1871) 

Joseph O. Kranner (Josef Ondřej Kranner) was chosen as the Architect and a 

builder of the first phase of the cathedral completion. His first task was to 

stabilize the existing structure, which was approaching collapse. Franz Bock , 

the conservator of archbishop museum in Cologne, who was appointed in 1857 

by the Unity to undertake a structural survey of the cathedral stated: 'the 

cathedral is the mother of all Czech churches and one of the most important 

buildings in 14th century,......, glorious ruin. (Kostílková, 1994, Vol.2, 17).  

The repair works continued in several 

chapels, on the north and south elevations 

where parts of the flying buttresses, 

gargoyles and parts of the window traceries 

had been replaced.  

For the internal works full height 

scaffolding was erected. All decorations, 

church benches, altars, a pulpit, carved 

gilded wooden statues of Saints, and 

archbishops throne were removed. 

 Under the influence of purism and the 

common renovation approach of the time, 

and due to negative view of Baroque style 

the Unity decided to sell or destroy these, 

furnishings ‘without any artistic or historic 

value'. (Kostílková, 1994, Vol.2, 23).  

After all the Baroque decorations were 

removed the cathedral was almost empty.  

 

New stained windows needed to be made and old ones replaced. The Unity 

members of the art committee preferred local glass manufacturers, but they 

Figure 86:  Cathedral Completion proposal as per 
Joseph O. Kranner,  aquarel drawn by Petr 
Maixner 1867, (source: Kostílková, 1994, Vol.2 40) 
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were unable to meet the high quality standards of coloured glass and therefore  

the Neuhauser glass workshop in Innsbruck (Austria) was appointed for the 

glass delivery (Kostílková, 1994, Vol.2, 26). 

Part of the interior restoration works involved a renovation of the chamber 

where all the royal jewels are stored.  

In 1865 Josef Kranner revealed two possible options for the cathedral 

completion. The proposals were sent for approval to Central Commission in 

Vienna (see Figure 86).  

 

Josef Kranner died on 20th of October 1871 not a long time after the first 

chairman of the Unity Wenceslaus Michael Pesina of Czechorod. Kostilkova, 

author of the book Saint Vitus Cathedral, volume 2 Completion valued Kranner's 

contribution as follows:.....’ under the leadership of Josef O. Kranner the cathedral 

has been saved and a collapse has been prevented. On the other hand due to 

puristic approach many relics have been lost forever, many architectural 

stonework has been unnecessarily replaced.'   (Kostílková, 1994, Vol.2 27).  

The Unity records fully reveals the scale of Kranner’s interventions. Kranner 

basically replaced the whole outer leaf of the cathedral and made some major 

changes in the interior, where he rebuilt several vault sections and chapels. Also 

original traces of the north window in the transept were replaced and 

simplified. Today some of Kranner’s interventions seem to be unnecessary and 

in many cases even violent lacking, a sensitivity and respect for previous works. 

But at the same time Kranner’s approach was not different to that of his 

contemporaries in the Central Europe area (Libal, 1999, 188). 
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Phase Two: 

New additions under the leadership of Joseph Mocker (1872-1899) 

When Joseph Mocker (Josef Mocker) was appointed by Unity as the next leader 

of the construction works on St. Vitus Cathedral he might have been seen by 

many as someone lacking enough experience for a project of such national 

importance. Despite of a lack of experience working on a major project the key 

factors in his favour were good quality knowledge gained during his studies at 

Vienna's Academy of Art,  a position of construction manager on restoration of 

Saint Stephnen's Cathedral in Vienna under the leadership of Professor 

Friedrich Schmidt and finally employment with count Thun-Hohenstein as  Civil 

Engineer in his building office as well as his hardworking and thorough 

approach.   (Petrasová, 1999, 9)  

Joseph Mocker (Josef Mocker) become an admirer of the Gothic style and 

together with other pupils of Friedrich Schmidt like August Prokop, Karl 

Weinbrenner, Ferencz Schulz and Imre Steidl he promoted Gothic architecture 

and the idea of neo-Gothic purist restoration in the region of Central Europe. 

(Petrasová, 1999, 11).  

During his first year he proposed changes to the western elevation designed by 

Josef O. Kranner.  

In 1880 Joseph Mocker reached the peak of his career. He was involved in many 

important renovation projects across the Czech lands including the renovation 

and repair of the medieval Karlstejn Castle (Karlštejn), Charles Bridge towers, 

Powder Gate, Jindriska Tower, St-Barbara and others (see Fig. 13 & 14).  
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The main aim of the conservation 

or repair, in the second half of the 

18th century apart from to saving 

the monument from deterioration 

or decay and in some cases even 

collapse, was to present to the 

audience a ‘picture’ of a medieval 

monument The main goal was not 

only re-new the medieval look but 

moreover to highlight the 

characteristic medieval features as 

seen through at that time 

fashionable neo-Gothic aesthetics 

(Petrasová, 1999, 25).  

Joseph Mocker decided to complete 

the Big South Tower. A structural 

survey discovered weak 

foundations for planned tower 

extension and therefore Mocker 

Figure 87: Karlstejn Castle in 1780 by Carl WIlheml 
Medau, (source: Petrasová, 1999, 26) 

Figure 88:  Karlstejn Castle after reconstruction (source: 
Petrasová, 1999, 

Figure 89: Cathedral Completion proposal as per Joseph 
Mocker,   (source: Kostílková, 1994, Vol.2, 41) 
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decided to reinforce the tower 

foundations, thicken the walls by 

1.2m of masonry at the ground 

floor level (within Hasenburg 

Chapel).  Unfortunately as a result 

of these alterations the old Gothic 

richly decorated spiral stair was 

removed and destroyed (Petrasová, 

1999, 58).  

Later on when all these alterations 

were done the Art Committee of 

Unity and the third architect of the  

completion Kamil Hilbert decided 

that the tower would remain as it 

was with its Renaissance gallery 

and Baroque roof.  

Previously, Josef Mocker respected Kranner’s proposals for completion of the 

cathedral, but decided to make several major changes into the scheme. 

Kranner’s focus was on the symmetry of the cathedral, on careful connection of 

Peter Parler’s asymmetrical part in many ways revolutionary solution at that 

time. Kranner also decided to keep only  

one tower the Big South Tower so despite that the three naves choir were 

symmetrical the only one tower was a reminiscence on the original solution of 

Peter Parler.  

Josef Mocker, did respect the symmetry of the choir, the connection of the new 

and old part, but influenced by European cathedral architecture (Petrasová, 

1999, 43) he changed the western elevation by additing two towers  (see Figure 

89) and three portals with rich decoration. He also shortened the new extension 

about one vault section. Initially Mocker was inspired by western elevation of 

Stephansdom from Vienna, but his last proposal (see Figure 89) was inspired by  

 

Figure 90: Works on western elevation  (source: Kostílková, 
1994, Vol.2, 45) 
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Figure 91: Josef Mocker's proposal for completion with finished south tower; reproduced (Prague Castle Archive, MV III.) 
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the designs of the medieval builder Peter Parler (Petrasová 1999, 47) and also 

Cologne Cathedral west front..  

Tatana Petrasova describes Josef Mocker ..' as an artist and conservator, who 

combines conservation and artistic approach on all his renovation projects'. 

(Petrasová 1999, 63). Mocker was heavily involved in the interior decoration. 

He was also a co-author of some new stained window decoration together with 

painter Sequens. By adding two towers on the western elevation he significantly 

remodelled the cathedral to suit his artistic feeling. Together with the decision, 

taken by Kamil Hilbert, of keeping the South Big Tower as was these were the 

most important moments which defined the external appearance of the  Saint 

Vitus Cathedral as a whole and subsequently the whole panorama of the Prague 

Castle as we know it today. His contribution to the cathedral completion was 

massive and decisive in many ways. Unfortunately his purist Neo-Gothic 

approach, which reflected the usual practice at that period of time, resulted in 

the destruction or loos of many valuable artefacts. However, that does not 

overshadow completely his huge contribution, as a very knowledgeable and 

hardworking architect, to the cathedral's final completion.  
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Phase Three: 

Cathedrals completed under the leadership of Kamil Hilbert (1899 - 

1929) 

During the leadership of Kamil Hilbert the general approach of monument 

conservation in Europe was changing. The purity and unity approach was no 

longer preferred. The new approach, was represented by Max Dvorak (Max 

Dvořák), the general conservator of the Central Commission in Vienna 

(Kostílková, 1994, 48). Kamil Hilbert reflected this change in his works on the 

cathedral. Due to the heavy involvement in supervising the works at the 

cathedral, the professional relationship of Kamil Hilbert  and Max Dvorak 

turned into friendship.   

Kamil Hilbert was involved in the repairs of the South Tower, Golden Gate with 

external mosaic, restoration of St. Wenceslaus Chapel and renovation of the 

royal tomb in the crypt of the cathedral. While doing work in the latter there 

were important archaeological discoveries made. 

The first big task waiting for Kamil Hilbert was to decide what would happen 

with the South Tower whether it should be extended as per Mocker's proposals 

or should remain as is was with its Renaissance gallery and Baroque belry, 

which was the solution supported by the Unity. Despite the fact that major 

alterations had been made to the footing of the tower the Unity decided to keep 

the Tower as it was, particularly based on new perspective views showed that a 

height of the Tower would overpower the rest of the cathedral and could affect 

in a negative way the whole Prague panorama. (Kostilkova, 1994, Vol. 2, 50).  

The state of the golden mosaic was further investigated. (Kranner was asked by 

Unity to consult Venetian specialists) An expert opinion was obtained from the 

director of mosaic factory Compagnia Venezia Murana, Luigi Solerti – technical 

director of the mosaic workshop of Albert Neuhauser in Innsbruck and 

Professor Grandi from the mosaic factory in Vatican, Rome. It was decided that 

the mosaic would be replaced with an exact copy of the original. In 1909 the 
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mosaic got in the centre of attention again during a meeting between 

representatives of the Unity, Max Dvorak from the Central Commssion, August 

Agazzi from Venezia, J. Th. Rauecker from Munich and Viktor Forster from 

Prague. At the meeting it was decided that the mosaic would be repaired by 

Victor Forster and four Venetian workers. The mosaic was re-installed in 1910 

(Kostílková, 1994, Vol.2, 50). Unfortunately the blare effect still persists even 

despite the most recent renovation and repair done by Getty Institute in 1998-

2000 (see Figure 92 and Figure 93).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The renovation of St. Wenceslaw Chapel (see Figure 94) has been considered by 

Unity as the most successful work done. The renovation started under the 

leadership of Joseph Mocker where some original features from Peter Parler era 

had been uncovered. A further detailed survey of the chapel discovered remains 

Figure 93: Fig. 17  - Golden Gate/South Royal Entrance with 
mosaic before reconstruction approx 1887,  (source: 
Petrasová, 1999, 63) 

Figure 92: Golden Gate/South Royal Entrance with mosaic as 
existing (source: author) 
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of the first Romanesque rotunda of St. Vitus and also the later St. Spytihnev 

basilica. The old frescos were repaired under supervision of Max Dvorak and the 

Central Commission. Semi-precious stones were re-attached or new were added 

onto the chapel walls to match the initial design (Kostílková, 1994, 55).  

The Tomb of the Czech Kings in the cathedral crypt was renovated and re-

opened to the public. During the renovation works a detailed archaeological 

survey, was carried out.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 94:  Saint Wenceslaus Chapel  (source: Burian, 1975, photo no.45) 
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Kamil Hilbert also ordered that many earlier removed decorations were 

returned.  

Since the very beginning of  his involvement in the completion works Hilbert 

collaborated with many modern artists such as sculpturists Joseph Myslbek and 

V. Sucharda, Joseph Bilek painters Max Svabinsky  and worldwide famous Alfons 

Mucha and many others.  

After almost 100 years of continuous effort, financial contributions from the 

members of the Unity through Prague City Hall, financial institutions, Austrian 

Emperor, Church and wide public, the Saint Vitus Cathedral was consecrated on 

12th September 1929 and on 28th September on Saint Wenceslaws 900 years 

anniversary hand over to wide public. 

 

Contemporary Care 

 

Similarly like on Cologne Cathedral the conservation and repair works are 

continuous and ongoing. Scaffolding barely disappears. In last couple of years 

further repairs were done on buttressing (see Figure 96 and Figure 97) and new 

conservation works are being prepared for the 'Golden mozaic' due to 

deterioration of the upper protective lay 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 96: St-Vitus - conservation works between 2004-2010 highlighted; reproduced (Chotebor, 2010) 
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 Figure 97: St-Vitus, buttress no. 11 (east), 
record of the stone block age record (Gothic - 
red, Renaissance -blue, Baroque - green, 
Classicist - yellow); reproduced (Chotebor, 
2011, 310), 
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Chapter 4: Conclusion 

A completion of a Gothic cathedral like Cologne or St Vitus requires strong 

determination, hard work and sacrifice of the ones who are involved for 

prolongued periods of time. A combination of  support by political leaders and 

also the wider public as well as successive availability of the experienced and 

knowledgeable builders or architects and skilled labour force are vital for 

projects of this magnitude. During the centuries the major problems, which 

prevent the completion to happen, was not the lack of experience or skilled 

labour but the insufficient funds and unstable turbulent times full of violence 

together with missing wider political and public support.  

At the beginning of the 19th century the completion idea reappeared again as 

many times in the past but this time under more fertile circumstance. The 

nostalgia for the 'golden' medieval times and the wave of romanticism were 

brought back by the Neo-Gothic style through the Gothic Revival Movement 

reinforced particularly in Germany by their nationalism. There was no lack of 

experienced designers and skilful  labour.  Masons and architects immediately 

fulfilled the new aspirations unfortunately on an expense of many preserved 

and intact Gothic monuments. The German unification process together with the 

National Revival movement in the Bohemian lands brought together the 

intellectual elites of both nations and also the wider public to carry this 

enormous task. That was the key moment for the completion to get started. 

The German Unification and nationalism as well as the Czech National Revival 

movement can be seen in a way as the carriers of the idea of the completion.  

There was indeed also a nostalgia for the time when the German and Bohemian 

lands were at the peak of their importance and when the cathedrals were 

commenced. Since then the completion was in a way 'hanging in the air'.  
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From the development of the conservation philosophy perspective the 

completion fell into the most interesting historical period, when the central 

state was beginning to establish the drivers and controls for conservation. At 

the beginning it was the conservation purism represented with requirement of 

the style unity and purity, established aesthetical norms, with links to strict 

architectural historicism based on the theoretical works of Eugene Emmanuel 

Viollet-le-Duc, Lous Vitet and Bodo Ebhardt, which influenced the work of 

Joseph O. Kranner and Joseph Mocker.  Viollet's idea of reinstating the building 

in a condition of completeness, which may never have existed before, and which 

had an impact on Kranner's and Mocker's thinking, in conjunction with the 

studies on Vienna Academy of Fine Arts under the supervision of the foremost 

expert on Gothic style Prof. Friedrich  von Schmidt (St. Stephen's Cathedral 

Completion, Vienna's City hall). The demand for purity allowed them to remove 

and destroy later/post Gothic additions to the St-Vitus cathedral which have 

been consequently lost forever.  The destruction process took a different route 

in Cologne. Despite the fact that Cologne Cathedral was the main trigger for 

destructive alterations and renovations of other existing Gothic monuments not 

only in the German speaking lands (eg. Regensburg, Ulm Cathedrals) but also in 

France  (Notre-Dame in Paris, La Madelaine at Vezelayin) and in England where 

G.G. Scott renovated almost 'every' standing Gothic church or cathedral (Ely, 

Gloucester, Litchfield, Salisbury, Coventry Cathedral to name the few). However, 

the methodology for Cologne itself was different, due to the possession of 

original medieval key drawings. The works followed strictly the existing 

drawings and the aim was to complete the cathedral the very same way as it 

would have been done in the medieval times. The enhancement and the purity 

was seen in the unity and the completion itself.  

Alois Riegel described the conservation practice in 19th century as follows: ' 

Nineteenth-century preservation of monuments rested essentially on the two 

premises of the originality of style (its historical value) and the unity of style 

(its newness-value).' (Riegl, 1903, 54).  
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Also the importance, complexity and the length of the building campaigns on 

both cathedrals prevented more significant damage to the fabric in the early 

'puristic' stages.  

In case of the St-Vitus Cathedral there were no drawings showing much of the 

nave or front west facade. There are still preserved about four drawings in 

Vienna. Unfortunately they are not showing the key elements like the tower or 

front facade and therefore were not of much assistance for the completion 

design. Here is the eminent importance of the link between the Cologne and St-

Vitus Cathedral. The initial proposal of St-Vitus Cathedral from Matthaus of 

Arras, French builder, was with the main tower incorporated in the south end of 

the transept. This was a very different conception from the Cologne Cathedral 

with the main two towers at the west facade. It can be speculated, knowing that 

Peter Parler, the second medieval builder of St-Vitus, was working on Cologne 

Cathedral and probably was aware of the scheme with the twin towers on the 

front facade. Equally his artistic and unusual approaches are also very well 

known so there is no certainty that the twin tower facade would have been also 

his preference.  

During the completion and under the influence of Prof. Friedrich von Schmidt, 

who was personally involved in the Cologne Cathedral completion himself, it is 

logical that Joseph Mocker followed the' Cologne' precedent considering the 

'purity' pressure and the inspirational 'Gothic clinical approach'. There is no 

doubt that Cologne Cathedral completion was in many ways inspirational and 

influenced significantly at least the completion of St-Vitus. Likely there was a 

lively exchange of drawings or design information even in the medieval past 

considering the family connections between the workshops. 

 

The conservation purism was eroded by the end of nineteenth century with 

influence of the Anti-Scrape movement, led by A. Pugin and J. Ruskin  and with 

a strong opposition gradually pushing the change of direction also in Germany 

led by art historian Georg Gottfried Dehio labeling restorationism as the 

'illegitimate child' of 19th century architectural historicism. His approach was 
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more pragmatic saying that  'to protect monuments is not a matter of enjoyment 

but of piety' (Glendinning, 2013, 147). In a way this new opposing movement 

came a bit late to change anything significantly on the cathedrals which were 

almost completed.  

 Kamil Hilbert was the last architect of the St-Vitus completion 'big trio' and 

represented the new approach based on conservation theory development. It 

was him who carefully listened to Alois Riegel and Max Dvorak and returned 

to the cathedral some artefacts which have been removed earlier and who 

carefully finished all the works.  

 

How the completions would have been approached today? 

The questions is whether the cathedrals should have been completed in the first 

place. We know the answer from the 19th century but what might be the 

contemporary  view? 

As mentioned earlier the completion of a Gothic cathedral also requires to 

become 'the political priority' for the government, state or the nation to 

dedicate part of the common budget and effort to such an undertaking. This can 

be hardly imagined without some sort of patriotism or at least 'moderate' 

nationalism in conjunction with a major nation milestone to celebrate.  

After the restoration approach the next phase of the Conservation Movement 

was the Anti-Scrape movement with rather preservation and scientific 

approach which probably would not have been, at the beginning of 20th century 

in favour of such bold projects.  

The establishment of the international conservation movement as set in the 

Athens Charter (1931) where the emphasis was on the accuracy and even the 

later Venice Charter (1964) reinforcing the anti-scrape approach calling for 

material authenticity and reversibility to any new additions would not have 

been too much of assistance either. Not even considering the 'Iron Curtain' 

political situation in the East Block lasting over 45 years with emphasis put 
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rather on arms race and when the Church, religion or any deviation from the 

doctrine of communism and socialism was persecuted.  

We can only speculate that if the cathedral completions would not have been 

done in the second half of the 19th century maybe the decay of the socialist 

block, fall of the Iron Curtain together with German re-unification in the early 

90s would have been a good opportunity political for such undertaking. In fact a 

similar project was completed between 1993 and 2000 - the Frauenkirche in 

Dresden. The church almost completely destroyed at the very end of the WWII 

by the allied air force was rebuilt from scratch, only using original stone blocks 

were available.   The whole campaign was similar to those hundred years ago. 

The national upheaval -  here the West and East German re-unification, the 

personal contribution of the public together with the transfer of large sums of 

money from west to the east to accelerate the unification played again the key 

part in the successful completion.   

 

Would be a similar contemporary period for the Czechoslovakia or 

later Czech Republic? 

 

In the last two decades the influence of globalisation, and the profit and free 

market driven economy prevailed together with the commercialism. The 

expanding tourism industry based on cheap connections increased the  pressure 

on competition between the cities to get the attention and to selling a city as a 

'product'. A product which is ticking 'all the boxes' to attract more tourists and 

subsequently investments to feed the economic growth. This pressure has been 

forcing the cities ' to compete with each other on the like for like basis. 

Neverthleless, as Miles Glendinnig says: 'But the more cities competed, in many 

ways the more they became alike', (Glendinning 2013, 421). Glendinning also 

quotes Rem Koolhass (SMLXL, R Koolhaas, B Mau 1995): 'Is the contemporary 

city like the contemporary airport - 'all the same'? (Glendinning, 2013, 421). 
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Therefore a cathedral completion these days would be possible even in the 

Czech republic. In a 'cynical' view such a project would definitely help to attract 

a lot of attention by the media and would help in the long run to the 'business 

case' and improve the picture or the ' brand' of the city. Make it even more 

pitoreque. The skills and experienced labour force problem can be overcome 

with the unparallel funds available today and the new technology and materials. 

An example of exactly that can be seen in Barcelona and the Sagrada Familia 

Cathedral ongoing completion.  

The question is not probably if the completion these days is possible but which 

approach would prevail. What values or guidelines to use? Probably the 

discussions would end up in a controversy between the heritage lovers and 

advocates of the modern architecture as it happened in countless cases 

previously. The conservation movement is losing its clarity and in the last 

decades we are witnessing an 'ever-expanding' chronological and thematic 

scope of what is or should be protected with some buildings just a couple of 

years old. Glendinning points out: 'If everything and anything could become 

heritage, how or why should anything be picked out for special treatment or 

protection?' Jukka Jokilehto put the same in different words 'If all values are 

equal, then there's no real value anymore.'(Glendinning, 2013, 424) 

The contours of heritage values are becoming unclear. Instead of consolidation,  

the Nara Declaration (1994) further dissolves the authenticity value. 
According to Glendinning explanation 'Nara told us authenticity did not require 
any significant place to stay froze as is  - that the outstanding values of a place 
could be sustained dynamically, so long as the stories remained credible and 
truthful. ' (Glendinning, 2013, 429-430). 
The old authenticity criteria - Design, material, workmanship, setting - were 

were dissolved in the new criteria: traditions, technology, language, even 

'spirit and feeling' as stated in the new World Heritage guidelines.  Intangible 

heritage is now the core of the new conservation and system (Glendinning, 

2013, 431-432) 
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To distinguish between the old and new is not required anymore and is rather 

redundant as suggested in the English Heritage bulletin the new aim should be 

to bring a harmony between new and old (Glendinning, 2013, 433-4). 

What would be the development of the Conservation Movement in the 21st 

century? How the historic environment will be treated and what values the 

treatment should be based on? How the postmodernism with its 'attractive 

cover' approach and always presented relativism will further affect our built 

environment we live in? 

As Glendinning remarks: '... if it (Conservation Movement) has always (despite its 

own frequently 'anti-modern' propaganda) been an offshoot of Progress and 

Western modernity, a highly defined, assertive movement dedicated to using the 

past for useful modern purposes, the where does it stand in today's age of 

postmodern relativism and 'deconstruction' of all grand narratives and norms? 

....... conservation might only be able to advance effectively into the new age by 

surrendering its core identity as a specific, unique phenomenon and its primary 

concern with the historic built environment, and by letting itself be swallowed up 

into nebulous overarching causes. And indeed, as we saw above, the Conservation 

Movement over the past two decades has begun to display signs of a movement in 

a state of disorientation, both in its ideas and it its built forms - as in the 

bewildered debates stirred up by boom in facsimile building.' (Glendinning, 2013, 

449). 

The same disorientation applies to postmodern architecture, politics with hardy 

any vision for the future caught in global warming and terrorism corner. The 

only discipline - economics - has still clear rules based on effectiveness and 

profit which is easily understandable to everyone. 

It we take the Glendinning's prediction above a step further than the Progress of 

Western modernity is possible due to the successful economics and 

accumulated wealth. The same wealth which allowed to preserve and maintain 

Europe's heritage monuments and develop the Conservation Movement up to a 
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stage as we know it today. What would happen if Europe now in decline or at 

least in stagnation will not be able to afford to keep up its heritage purely due to 

the lack of funding. What is the correlation between the Conservation 

Movement and economic success or failure? How would the conservation 

policies and guidelines change?  

We are witnessing that in China facsimile of the whole European cities are being 

built in a rapid pace  - copy of Amsterdam, Paris. At the same time the authentic 

settlements are demolished in a great scale to allow more room for skyscrapers 

and 'Europe'. Is Europe to be competing with its copies elsewhere? Will be there 

another Cologne or St-Vitus?. Will we go, in the near future, for a romantic 

weekend to Paris in China? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 98:  St Vitus Cathedral & Prague Castle - photomontage showing cathedral before 
completion  (source: author) 
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Figure 99:  St Vitus Cathedral & Prague Castle - photomontage showing cathedral as per Joseph 
Mocker's proposal with full height South Tower (source: author) 

Figure 101: St Vitus Cathedral & Prague Castle - as existing (source: author) 

Figure 100: A modern intervention, photomontage with Kunsthaus Graz from Peter Cook; 
photomontage (source: author) 
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